"Gender Equality Matters
whatever your Gender"
Trinity Centre for Gender Equality and
Leadership (TCGEL)

"ESO and CERN, together with their
EIROforum partner organizations, launched
the initiative „Young artist drawing
challenge“: each EIROforum organization
has reached out to the children in the lives
of their staff, challenging them to tap into
their artistic creativity to provide a drawing
to celebrate the theme of „Women in
Science“. The complete ESO drawings
gallery can be admired here."

“I tell women to never feel inferior
and to proceed as I have always
done: combative, self-confident and
respectful of colleagues or
opponents, but uncompromising on
any underestimation of their work. "
-Margherita Hack-

CERN and ESO

"It took more than 60 years to
have the first female director
at DESY - come and let's
improve gender equality in
physics together!"

CNR

WEIZMANN Institute

Galician Institute of High Energy Physics (IGFAE)

"Gender Equality – only
irritating when consistent."
MPG

INFN

Check out a series of seminars dedicated to
high-schools and young students:
https://www.gssi.it/seminars/seminars-andevents-2022/item/16508-women-in-scienceresearcher-prospettive-di-scienza
links for attending are:
- https://www.gssi.it/streaming
- https://www.univaq.it/live
University of L'Aquila and GSSI

"You are valued
and you are not alone."
University of Latvia

"In every women there is a queen
A real woman is whatever the hell she
wants to be.
Girls can do anything.
If you stand for equality you are a
feminist.
Gender equality for excellence in
science"

Masterclass on Particle Physics for girls:
https://igfae.usc.es/
masterclass_women_in_science/
A theater play for secondary school students
about a renowned leukaemia researcher:
https://igfae.usc.es/igfae/christiane-diamuller-nena-ciencia-2022/

"Be yourself!
Reverse stereotypes!
People say “Women are too caring”
.....as the naturalist Jane Goodall whose care
for apes redefined the humankind."
https://home.infn.it/it/news-infn/4697-leiniziative-infn-per-la-giornata-internazionaledelle-donne-nella-scienza-2022

DESY

"Together we are
strong!"
Helsinki Institute of
Physics

"CERN’s popular annual celebration of
Women and Girls in Science continues in
2022. A number of Women in STEM
professions will inspire young students
with visits to local schools during the
week of 7 to 11 February. Women
scientists and engineers from CERN, EPFL,
UNIGE, and LAPP form an impressive
network of role models and, possibly,
future colleagues to the next generation
of women in science! For the adults, a
screening of the feature film Picture A
Scientist followed by a panel discussion
will take place on 10 February at 8pm in
the Globe at CERN. Registration and the
live webcast to the panel is here."
CERN

